flexibility of the rim influences both the tooth stiffness 11and the location and magnitude of the maximum bending stress in a thin rim gear. Thus, the support constraints affect the maximum bending stress.
Herein, a five tooth segment of a 25 tooth gear in meshwith a 50 tooth gear is studied. A rack tip generated trochoid fillet 12 is at the base of the involute to describe accurately the structural geometry of the tooth. The rim depth to tooth height ratio is varied to study its effects on the bending tensile and compressive stresses at the base of the loaded tooth and to investigate the support loading and its influence on the bending stresses.
Gear
Tooth Geometry Both sides have small support momentsin this thin rim case which are shown as slight displacements of the support reactions from the rim section centers. Table II lists the left and right support reactions for the nine rim thickness cases studied.
The influence of rim thickness on the bending stresses is summarized in Fig.  9 Table  III summarizes these differences and presents the rim backup ratio of each study for which the thin rim gear bending stresses increase over those for a similar solid gear. A brief description of each model is included in the table. The models were both experimental and analytical. Both strain gage measurementsand photoelastic models provided validation for the numerical finite element studies. Support configurations included: fixed sides for short rim segments, beamsupports with axial expansion allowed, hub support under the rim, and spoke support at the segment edges. In comparing the studies, the dominant influence appears to be the stiffness of the rim support configuration.
Stiffer support geometries permit thinner rims without increasing the rim bending stresses.
Different rim designs will behave differently as the different studies suggest. The objective of these studies was to find the limit at which thin rim gear bending stresses increase over those of a solid gear. In this light, a backup ratio of 1.2 as suggested by the AGMA design codeI appears to be prudent. In future work, the ring size, gear loading, and support geometry differences produced by varying the number of teeth should be investigated to obtain design modification factors for thin rim designs. These studies should be conducted on a model which properly provides the minimumpractical elastic support for the thin rim gear. 
